Storage systems and coding theory are two very different but highly interdependent engineering disciplines. The development of storage systems has impacted research in coding theory, and coding-theoretic contributions changed the way storage systems work. The presentation aims to give a short summary of the different problems solved by coding theory at the service of storage systems.
Introduction
Designing a working and performant storage system is a challenging engineering feat. Such a system is built on tremendous amount of knowledge and knowhow, with endless optimizations to fit the real-world conditions. One decision that is made very early in the design is how the system will address the issue of node failures. On the one hand, the processes that cause failures are complex and non-deterministic. On the other hand, the fault tolerance of the system needs to be clearly and unequivocally conveyed to the customer. The bridge between these different environments is provided by codes, which are combinatorial objects with well defined and provable properties and behaviors under certain conditions. The most common code used for fault tolerance is the repetition code, more commonly known as replication in storage-system terminology. When a data unit is replicated n times, it is clear that any n − 1 or less missing units can be tolerated.
More generally, a storage system implements a code with n coding units spread across n nodes, and r of the n coding units are redundant. The size of the coding unit is a parameter that is determined by both the code properties (e.g., encoding/decoding complexity) and by the system characteristics (e.g., the typical access granularity to the system). In most practical storage systems the code has to be systematic, i.e., is composed of two types of coding units: data units and parity units. Parity units are calculated from data units using some arithmetic operations.
Since the code is deeply engrained in the system and its operation, it needs to satisfy different requirements so as to not interfere with the normal operation of the system, or cast a burden on its performance. In this short presentation, we discuss a few of these code requirements, and briefly mention the coding-theoretic techniques used to achieve them. We focus here on low redundancy, low encoding/decoding complexity, low update complexity, degraded-read efficiency, and rebuild efficiency. Each is discussed in a separate section. The sections are given in a roughly chronological order, according to the times when the topic was put in the spotlight of coding theory research. By no means do we claim that the storyline or examples described here are the best representatives of the subject matter. Additionally, the sheer amount of high quality publications in these areas allows the inclusion of but a tiny sample of works we find most convenient for the presentation.
Low Redundancy
The principal goodness criterion of a storage system is the storage efficiency, defined as the amount of logical storage available to the customer, divided by the amount of physical storage used by the system. Since in most cases the storage capacity is the main feature of the system, and the physical storage media is the dominant component in bill-of-materials costs, it is clear why a high storage efficiency is a valuable property. An equivalent objective to maximizing the storage efficiency is to minimize the storage redundancy, where the latter is defined as the amount of physical storage that depends on information stored elsewhere in the system, and thus cannot be used by the customer to store arbitrary data. The main reason to use redundancy in storage systems is to avoid the loss of precious customer data when failures are incident upon system components. So implicit to any redundant storage-system design is the fact that the cost of losing data is significantly higher than the cost of the hardware that carries the data.
It is a fortunate coincidence that a large body of work in the field of information theory was in place to assist in the quest for low-redundancy reliable storage systems. While primarily motivated by digital communications [23] applications, the field of information theory provided storage systems with well-developed constructive and analytic tools to address the reliability vs. redundancy tradeoff. For example, the concept of erasures, used by (erasure-coded) storage systems to describe full-node failures, was introduced by Peter Elias as early as in 1954 [14] . In fact, the erasure channel is considered in information theory as the simplest non-trivial noisy channel, achieving great success in obtaining constructive coding results and analytical understanding.
The greatest contribution of classical coding theory to storage systems is the family of ReedSolomon (RS) codes [21] . The key appeal of RS codes is that they achieve optimality with respect to erasure correction -known as the MDS 1 property -and they do so for all combinations of number of nodes, number of correctable erasures, and coding unit size (not smaller than log the number of nodes). In fact, the lower bound on the coding unit size (as a function of the number of nodes), limiting in other applications, is a non-issue for storage systems that anyhow use unit sizes greater than anything necessary for RS code existence. To deploy an RS code in a storage system, each coding unit of size m bits is regarded as an element from GF(2 m ), a Galois field with 2 m elements. Correspondingly, the encoding, update, and erasure-decoding operations are implemented using finite-field arithmetic (additions, multiplications, reciprocations, exponentiations) over GF(2 m ). It is important to note that multiplication of two GF(2 m ) elements requires multiplying a pair of polynomials with m binary coefficients, which requires O(m 2 ) bit operations in a straightforward implementation, or O(m log m log log m) operations using much trickier spectral techniques. As a result, RS codes over large coding units in general require complex hardware implementations and non-trivial designs. Despite this inherent difficulty, RS codes are very dominant in storage system implementations, a lot thanks to their rich structure that attracted a massive amount of research toward their efficient realization. One flavor of RS codes that was found most apt for implementation is the Cauchy-matrix RS codes [6] .
Low Encoding/Decoding Complexity
On the ground of RS codes' non-trivial implementation formed a new branch of coding theory, one that aims to replace the complex arithmetic by simple eXclusive OR (XOR) operations. The objects of study in that new branch are called array codes [3] . As their name implies, array codes are defined over two-dimensional arrays carrying b × n coding units (data+parity). Moving from one-dimensional coding theory to two-dimensions allows combining simple XOR operations on small coding units, with a full-column erasure model 2 corresponding to a full-node failure in the storage system. Array codes also enjoy simpler, geometrically specified design, compared to the algebraically specified RS codes. Thus a hardware/software implementor can observe the coding XOR operations directly, without the overhead of an intermediary layer of finite-field arithmetic. The encoding of array codes can be specified pictorially by a parity-group diagram, which gives the parity constraints the array bits need to satisfy. For example, each shape in the diagram of Figure 1 shows a parity constraint among the coding units that carry it. This particular example depicts a simple horizontal parity, but any two-dimensional parity groups can be specified in a similar way. It is clear why a code that has a simple geometric specification is advantageous for implementation. The fact that array codes use simple XOR operations does not mean that they do not enjoy a rich algebraic structure. In fact, many of the ideas used for array-code constructions originated from a paper that developed an algebraic framework for array codes. In 1993, Blaum and Roth [4] showed that MDS array codes for any number of erasures can be obtained by simple geometric specification of parity groups. Specifically, taking the r parity groups as diagonals with slopes {0, . . . , r − 1} yields an r-erasure MDS code when the array dimensions are (p − 1) × (n ≤ p), for some prime p. This construction and the algebraic framework that supports it (RS-like check matrices over a polynomial ring) were the foundation upon which many practically successful diagonal-based array codes were constructed [1, 2, 12, 18] .
An example of a diagonal parity is given in Figure 2 . Figure 1 and Figure 2 together specify the encoding rules of two parity columns of a r = 2 array code. 
Low Update Complexity
One aspect of storage systems not captured by traditional coding theory is the update problem. The operation model assumed by traditional coding theory is one with an encoder emitting codewords to a channel, and a decoder that corrects the garbled codewords. In a storage system, a "codeword" may be as large as the entire content of data+parity in the system. Therefore, selective update, and not full encoding is the operation whose efficiency counts. The update complexity of a code is defined as the average total number of updated coding units (data+parity) needed for a single data-unit update. The importance of the update complexity is that it multiplies the time and wear penalty of writing to the storage system in normal operation, even if no failures occur! Thus a good array code must take care to update only a few parity units for each update of a data unit. A fundamental and easy to prove lower limit on the update complexity now follows.
Proposition 1.
A code that corrects r erasures must have update complexity at least r + 1.
It is clear that if a data update results in r or less total code updates, then if the columns of these r update locations are all erased, it is not possible to recover the data.
But when calculating the update complexity of popular RAID-6 array codes such as EVEN-ODD [1] and RDP [12] , we find that they do not quite meet this fundamental bound. Both codes correct r = 2 erasures with an update complexity close to 4 = r + 2. More precisely, their (slightly different) update complexities are 4 − o(1), where o(1) tends to 0 as the array dimensions go to infinity. This suboptimality costs 33% in writing time and wear. For general r erasures, the update complexity of the array-code construction of [2] is 2r − o(1), reflecting a factor 2 gap from optimality.
It turns out [5] that to obtain an update complexity of exactly r + 1, one needs to give up an important property of the code: having dedicated parity columns in the array. This result motivated the exploration of MDS array codes with optimal update complexity, whose parity bits are spread across all array columns, and not confined to r parity columns as in EVENODD and RDP.
Optimal update-complexity MDS array codes
The prospects of deploying in storage systems array codes that have both optimal redundancy (MDS) and optimal update complexity have motivated significant coding-theory research in this direction. A precursory example of the existence of such codes was found in [27] , where r = 2 codes were constructed for any (p − 1)/2 × (p − 1) array with p a prime. More such r = 2 codes were added by [26] for (p − 1) × 2(p − 1) arrays with p a prime. Other codes for r = 3, 4 were obtained by [19] . Finally, for all these parameters, MDS optimal-update codes were constructed with the cyclic property [8] , which reduces the implementation complexity of the codes.
The parity bits in all known optimal-update MDS codes are laid out in rows of the array. An example of a specification of such a r = 3 code is given in Figure 3 . This code has 6 information Figure 3 : Example of an r = 3 cyclic MDS code with optimal update complexity. bits a 0 , . . . , a 5 , and 6 parity bits whose XOR operations are specified in the bottom row. The MDS property is seen in that all 6 information bits can be recovered from any set of r = 3 columns. The optimal-update property is found in that each information bit appears in r = 3 parity bits.
Moving from the column parity layout to the row layout of optimal-update codes introduces one advantage (+) and one disadvantage (−), as described in the following.
+ Parity-write load balancing. When a bulk of updates is applied to the storage system, the row layout balances the corresponding parity updates across the entire system. In contrast, the column layout refers all parity updates to the same columns, which requires applying external load balancing techniques such as striping.
− Shortening difficulty. In the dedicated parity columns case, a storage system with n nodes could use any code with n ≥ n columns, with the remaining n − n columns implicitly set to all zeros. In the row parity layout, every column has a parity component, and cannot be removed from the array simply by setting all its bits to zero.
Giving Up MDS for Efficient Degraded Read
So far in the presentation, all the surveyed codes belonged to the class of MDS codes. But in practice having strictly optimal redundancy may be secondary to more important system features. This observation was made in [17] , for the particular feature of efficient degraded reads. Degraded reads are read operations that cannot be accomplished from their systematic locations in (yet to be rebuilt) failing nodes, and must be calculated from a combination of data units and parity units in non-failing nodes. For that purpose, [17] proposed the Pyramid construction, which is a transformation of MDS codes to non-MDS codes such that data units in fewer columns are required to perform a degraded read. This is done by taking a parity group of an MDS code and splitting it to two or more parities, such that each is calculated from only a subset of the array columns. Adding these "local" parities to the code allows reconstruction of data from a smaller subset of the columns in small failure events. In the process of splitting parity groups in the Pyramid transformation, the erasure correction capabilities of the code are severely compromised. For example, a Pyramid code with r = 4 parity columns, generated by splitting one parity group of a r = 3 MDS code, can recover from only 1/2 of the 4-erasure combinations. In contrast, the algebraic construction of [9] offers the same degraded-read capabilities while recovering from 7/8 of the 4-erasure combinations. It also shows that with sparser parity groups the code can have significantly lower decoding and update complexities, important enough features to motivate the minor loss of erasure correctability over MDS codes.
There are many storage-system architectures in the literature that use codes with sub-optimal redundancy to gain a more important system feature. This is a well motivated choice, which can be made more efficient with a proper coding-theoretic modeling followed by constructions that are optimal for some joint design parameters.
Efficient Rebuild
New code-design considerations are raised as erasure codes move from the comfort of a collocated array to a wide-area distributed system. The first of these considerations was the amount of information needed to be communicated in order to rebuild the content of a storage node after its failure. Codes that aim to minimize the rebuild communication cost are called rebuilding codes or regenerating codes. The problem of efficient rebuilding codes was introduced by [13] , in which a detailed characterization of the tradeoff between the code's storage and communication efficiencies was developed. The characterization includes both constructions and fundamental informationtheoretic limits. This work has motivated a large effort toward constructing efficient rebuilding codes, and in particular ones that enjoy many of the good properties mentioned in earlier sections (systematic, low redundancy, simple arithmetic, low update complexity). One of these constructions is the Zigzag code [25] , which simultaneously achieves the MDS property, optimal update complexity, and optimal rebuilding. This impressive set of features comes with two caveats: arithmetic over fields of size at least 3, and an exponential number of coding units in each column. (In comparison, RS codes require a logarithmic number, and the array codes of Sections 3 and 4 require a linear number.) These two caveats are shown in [25] to be necessary to achieve the triple optimality.
A related code-design consideration is to minimize the number of nodes that participate in the rebuild. We note that this is a different consideration than minimizing the total rebuild communication, since the optimal schemes for the latter communicate (a little) information from all the non-failing nodes in the system. Codes rebuilding from a small set of nodes are related to a well studied concept in theoretical computer science called locally decodable codes. Characterization of the achievability and limits for such codes was contributed in [16] .
Apart from the two code-design considerations mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, several others (such as self-repairing codes discussed later in this column 3 ) were studied with similar success. It is expected that with the growing ubiquity and diversity of distributed storage systems, more such code-design considerations will meet rigorous coding-theoretic treatment. The resulting constructions hold a true potential to improve distributed storage systems in various ways.
Future Directions
As these lines are written, many more codes for distributed storage systems are constructed by different research groups around the world. So there is no real need to mark the directions for the future, as it is happening anyhow. That said, it will be advantageous to mention here two important areas of coding theory that so far were left out of the main thread of distributed-storage codes. It is a matter of personal opinion that in the future they will take a more central role in protecting and distributing data in storage systems.
1. LDPC codes. Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes are the main pillar of modern coding theory [22] . In many applications they offer the state of the art performance. In storage systems however, they did not receive significant research attention, despite the commonality between them and array codes in using low-density matrices [15] . To connect between LDPC codes and storage systems, we recently proposed a new two-dimensional erasure channel model that combines node failures with random erasures within the failing nodes [10] . We showed that over this channel a new two-dimensional LDPC construction outperforms traditional algebraically constructed array codes. This new coding framework is not "storage system ready" yet (for example, the codes are not given in systematic form), but we believe that it has a high potential to become a practical alternative.
2. Fountain codes. The fountain coding framework [7] achieved great success in distributing data over lossy network links. This success is attributed to the construction of very low overhead codes with low complexity of decoding [20, 24] . When we use fountain codes for storage, we need to distribute coded packets to network nodes, such that some global datarecoverability properties are maintained. When nodes fail, rebuilding is done by redistributing code packets between nodes to retain these global properties. In order for the fountain code to support this use case, it must provide the nodes with a good idea of the current decodability state of their code packets, at a finer granularity than able/not able to fully decode. A small step toward this objective was taken in [11] by proposing a fountain code whose decoding state is given by the sizes of the connected components of a graph. As a result, the node that holds the coded packets can tell fellow nodes in the system which types of packets are best for it at the current instant.
Conclusion
We hope that this short presentation made the case that coding theory has been instrumental to the development of efficient storage systems. More importantly, we are certain that emerging distributed storage-system architectures will enjoy even richer coding-theoretic contributions.
